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Automation. Payment centralization. Standardized processes.
Software modules. Shared Services Operations centers. Business
Process Outsourcing providers. Online banking platforms. Payment
factories. In-house banks.
Today’s CFOs and Accounts Payable teams seem spoiled for choice
with many different tools available to create reliable, yet cost-effective
payments processes.
Yet global surveys and anecdotal evidence suggest that many
companies in Asia are still not getting the hoped-for gains when deploying
technology, standardization and other payment-process solutions. For
example, it still can take two days or more to set up a new vendor in the
vendor database.
Additionally many AP teams still have to resort to manual processes
to correct incomplete or inaccurate bank payment information.

Complex international regulations
As companies work with a growing number of suppliers worldwide,
payments need to be sent to an increasing number of international
recipients. Many corporate treasurers are struggling with inefficient
processes that result from having to maintain multiple banking
relationships.
Each banking relationship requires a variety of complex protocols,
standards and processes. Understanding these standards and staying
aligned with country-specific regulations is a constantly-shifting target.
For example, the IBAN only rule took effect on 1 Feb 2016 for
Eurozone countries, and on 31 October 2016 for the remaining SEPA
countries. In this region, clients only need to provide an IBAN number
to their beneficiaries and it is up to the banks to determine the correct
routing BIC code.
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Bridging the last mile
Indeed, many payment teams are still grappling with last-mile bank
master data challenges, a critical and often overlooked aspect of the
payment process. One MNC examined more than 45,000 of its most
commonly utilized payments records and found that only 36% had valid
SWIFT/BIC codes. About 50% contained inaccurate SWIFT/BIC data,
while the remaining 14% had no SWIFT/BIC information at all.
While 66% of the records had valid national bank codes, 20%
contained inaccurate national bank code data and 14% had none at all.
This state of affairs is almost inevitable. Constantly changing country
regulations and the steady stream of bank mergers and acquisitions
ensure that payments information is never stagnant. Yet, resolving
such challenges will grow more important. According to the BCG Global
Payment Model report, the volume of cross-border transactions will rise
at a compound annual growth rate of 8% from 2012 to 2022. CFOs and
AP teams will just have to be reconciled to it.
The long-term trends suggest that the complexity and volume of
payments will continue to increase.
•
The goods that many businesses are purchasing for their supply
chains are complex, fabricated parts, rather than simple raw
materials.
•
Organizations are expanding their supplier base from regional
vendors to include more countries beyond their traditional
markets of operation.
•
An acceleration of outsourcing is giving rise to new in-country and
cross-border intra-company transactions and payroll challenges.
•
Greater levels of complexity in supply chain management is
driving the needed for increased automation throughout ordering
and fulfillment processes.
•
The growth of online purchasing is now driven by large
enterprises using automated procurement systems and by
smaller enterprises purchasing directly.
•
The use of cross-border labor is growing rapidly.

The bank data management challenge
To process payments successfully, accurate reference information
about financial institutions is required, such as a financial institution’s
clearing code, SWIFT/BIC, and bank name. Maintained within an ERP
database (like the bank master table in SAP), this information can be
manually or automatically updated.
Manually managing bank master data is often an arduous, timeconsuming process, creating further challenges such as inaccuracies,
duplication, lack of standardization and data decay. The quality of bank
data inevitably degrades over time with constant changes in processing
policies, changes in bank locations and bank acquisitions and mergers.
This data decay drives further inaccuracies within an organization’s
reference database and leads to increased payments rejections over
time.

Missing or inaccurate bank data leads to
payment delays
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Costs and consequences of payment delays

The way forward

Inefficiencies or delays in payment processing can have significant
impacts on many different levels. Payment failures will incur bank fees
of US$5-$50 for each transaction. In addition, payment teams will need
to spend considerable time researching information, keying and rekeying
data and reconciling information, placing a heavy burden on productivity
and staffing costs.
Internal costs from human resources necessary to repair or resolve
those payments, along with additional costs for research, can begin to
increase. Furthermore, opportunity costs and hidden consequences of
delayed payments are often significantly more severe and disruptive
than bank charges for fixing transactions. These include:
1. Supply chain disruptions. Broken payments can cause serious
disruptions in the supply chain. If a payment to purchase an
essential part of a production assembly line is delayed by
several days, critical facets of the production will be affected,
resulting in revenue decline.
2. Delayed and uncollected accounts receivable. Inaccurate
payments information can delay your organizations collection
efforts for direct debt receivables and therefore hinder cash
flow.
3. Missed opportunities and lower liquidity. For firms engaged in
time-sensitive securities transactions, delays in a payment to
fund a securities purchase of even a few hours could mean a
significant shift in price or availability of a sought-after security.
Delayed payments can have an immense cost in higher interest
payments, increased transaction costs or more critical liquidity
issues.
4. Loss of credibility. Delayed payments jeopardize your reputation
with vendors and clients and make it more challenging to find
partners in the future. There are certain countries where just a
few failed payments would be enough to discourage suppliers
from working with your organization. Not only will this cause
a short-term operational delay, but more importantly it could
hinder opportunities for growth within these regions.

To avoid the consequences and risks of payment failure, accurate bank
and routing data needs to be brought into the core of an organization’s
ERP database. Data standards and governance best practices need be
established to maintain the quality of data and ensure accurate and
timely payments.
By employing accurate, comprehensive payment data, payment
teams will be able to confidently validate payments, increate the rate of
payment straight through processing (STP) and avoid disruptions in the
supply chain.
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Getting a 50% ROI on a Bank Payment
Data Investment
MANY PAYMENT TEAMS TODAY are grappling with inaccurate and
disparate payment data, which results in payments delays, lower
productivity, higher operating costs and missed opportunities.
In an email interview, Ryan Lee, Regional Manager, Business
Solutions Group, and Sean Norris, Managing Director, APAC, both of
financial information provider Accuity, shed light on the problem and
discuss potential solutions.

It seems more and more companies these days are
facing challenges with sourcing correct data for payment
and other purposes. Why?
RYAN LEE: There are several bank master data challenges faced by
companies, especially when they are corporations with a global footprint
and a widely distributed workforce.
They are required to on-board the bank-account details of customers,
vendors and employees. This is often manually performed by a team
of bank master data analysts or procure-to-pay (P2P) specialists, which

means expending significant time and resources in order to have the
bank master data kept up to date.
These challenges are often present due to the fact that most
organizations started off with a decentralized approach. Each office in
each geographic location is left to manage its own bank master data,
without a central repository and the appropriate data governance.
In addition, many multinational corporates today have been formed
through mergers and acquisitions. Because each business unit has
been operating independently, these companies did not have oversight
on the necessity to unify their bank master data to extract greater cost
efficiency out of the system.
As a result of this highly manual process, there is a higher tendency
for data-entry errors, leading to incorrect or incomplete bank records
being captured. And as the database is constantly updated without
proper governance, organizations end up with multiple duplicate records
in their bank master data.
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SEAN NORRIS: Unfortunately, we have seen that several Asian
multinationals have been laggards in the adoption of payment data
solutions. Over the last decade, we have seen American and European
organizations as the main adopters and innovators of data technology
services.

Talk to us about the Accuity solution to address these
challenges.
RYAN LEE: Accuity’s Bankers Almanac Payment Solutions delivers
the data-enabled tools our customers need to validate payment codes,
improve the certainty of settlement, compress processing cycles, and
reduce settlement risk for better payments processing.
As payment processing cycles grow ever shorter, Bankers Almanac will
continue to deliver innovative solutions that improve the payments onboarding experience, drive internal processing efficiencies and process
payments at the speed required for successful business operations.
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Why isn’t business-as-usual good enough for today’s
companies, though, including those in Asia? Are the
consequences and impact of leaving these challenges
unanswered really that dire?
RYAN LEE: If these challenges are not addressed, organizations
may face a range of consequences such as lower productivity due to
missing and inaccurate data, inactive SWIFT BICs and clearing codes,
and duplicate records.
They may also experience higher costs because of bank charges for
repairs and rejections, the operating costs of repairing payment errors
in the instructions, and data maintenance costs incurred for refreshing
information in their database.
Finally, there could be missed opportunities due to shipment delays
caused by rejected payments, strain in supplier/employee relationships,
and increased operational costs.

How exactly does Accuity’s Bankers Almanac solution
help?
RYAN LEE: With the deployment of Bankers Almanac for Payments,
organizations making international payments have seen improved
processing rates, which in turn helps reduce bank repair charges and
improve vendor and employee relationships.
When accurate bank and routing data sits at the core of organizations’
payments processes, they save time, drive efficiency, protect their
reputation, and build the trust of clients.
Organizations are empowered to process payments to and from
anywhere in the world with confidence. Our Bankers Almanac for
Payments tools are powered by accurate, up-to-date financial institution
data and routing information trusted throughout the industry.
Bankers Almanac proactively collects information directly from banks
and primary sources, providing accurate and comprehensive intelligence.
The data is compiled and regularly updated by a team of 140 data
analysts, working in 19 languages.

Moving from manual to automated bank data
management is surely not an easy task. How do you
address the challenge of managing legacy data in
existing systems, for example?
RYAN LEE: To avoid further payment repairs and rejections, the legacy
bank master data needs to be cleansed first, before it can be refreshed
and used effectively in the future.
Organizations should conduct a data cleanse of their existing bank
master data. Subsequently, they can make use of the Bankers Almanac’s
Global Payment File to automatically update and maintain the quality of
their data on a periodic basis.

Can you give us an idea of the return on investment in
deploying the Bankers Almanac solution?
SEAN NORRIS: We typically see an ROI of between 20% and 50%,
often more than 50%.
One particular organization saved an estimated US$50,000 for each
1% of increased payments processing.
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While organizations often struggle with payments challenges, many
have found innovative ways to address the issues and grow even more
competitive in the global market.
In one example, FMC Chemical International AG and Accuity won the
2016 CFO Innovation Awards for Excellence in Payments Transformation.
The project was lauded for leading payment optimization processes and
improving operational efficiencies for FMC’s shared service center in the
Philippines.

Payments optimization
FMC serves the global agricultural, industrial and consumer markets
with innovative solutions, applications and quality products. FMC worked
with Accuity, a provider of payments, risk and compliance solutions, to
improve its payments processes.
The project is at the forefront of best practices for payments
optimization. FMC was able to validate all payment codes within their
payment instructions for both local and cross-border payments to
significantly increase the rate of payment straight through processing
(STP).
With precise, comprehensive data on financial institutions around
the world powering one centralized hub/database, FMC has reduced the
number of payments rejected or needing repair, saving significant time
and money in repair processing and fees.

Updated daily by the Accuity team of more than 100 Bankers Almanac
data professionals, this solution provides easy access to accurate and
up-to-date intelligence on global financial institutions. FMC has enhanced
capability to prevent reputational risk and supply chain disruption, while
improving operational efficiency.

What they say
Muhammad Rizwan, Global Finance Service Manager, FMC, said: “We
are very happy to win this prestigious award. The tools are really easy to
use, and the breadth and quality of Accuity’s data has allowed us to save
on bank charges and payment processing costs.”
“The FMC and Accuity project impressed CFO Innovation editors
because it tackled the last-mile part of the process that is often neglected
in payments transformation,” said Cesar Bacani, Editor-in-Chief, CFO
Innovation. “The solution was easy to use and deploy, and resulted in
significant improvement in payment accuracy and cost savings, as our
due diligence with FMC made clear.”
As a result of this project, FMC has enhanced its ability to reduce its
supply chain disruption and reputational risks. A strong collaboration
between Accuity consultants and FMC business ensured this project was
completed in under four months.
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CORPORATIONS ARE UNDER CONSTANT PRESSURE to improve the
operational efficiency of their accounts payable (AP) function and to
optimize cost savings. Establishing a shared services operations (SSO)
center that caters to multiple business entities helps them to alleviate
some of this pressure.
The AP function in a SSO center can often accomplish more tasks with
fewer resources in a faster timeframe by centralizing and streamlining
the payments process from the point of origin to payment execution.
However, while centralizing payment operations through a SSO center
helps corporations achieve higher payment efficiencies, two critical
points within a typical procure-to-pay process are often overlooked.
These are the creation of the vendor/supplier master table and the
invoicing and payment processing processes.

Deluge of invoices
The vendor/supplier master table contains the critical payment
details that are used to process each vendor payment. In the absence

of an automated data solution this very process is still very manual and
error-prone, even though the process is often governed by the Master
Data Management (MDM) team within the SSO.
According to an iPolling survey conducted by Peeriosity, 77% of the
companies surveyed take two or more days to set up a new vendor within
the company’s vendor database. Imagine how much time it could cost
a SSO if they were to retain a manual vendor/supplier master creation
process – not to mention the possible errors and duplication of efforts
that could result.
That’s just on-boarding. The accounts payable department, which is
responsible for invoicing and payment processing, is also faced with
the challenge of ever increasing volume of invoices received year after
year. Bottlenecks in the procure-to-pay process are almost inevitable
since payment details within invoices need to be cross-referenced with
the vendor and bank master files to prevent fraudulent or erroneous
payments.
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According to the AP Automation Study done by ACOM in 2014, as
many as 63% of respondents have experienced an increase in invoice
volume compared with the previous year. Even with the adoption of
technology, it still took the corporate respondents up to five days to
process an invoice.
The inefficiency in invoicing and payment processing will eventually
discount the benefits that a SSO centralized infrastructure provides.

Manual vs automated
Let’s break down some of the repercussions of having a manual
master data management process instead of automating that process.
In the absence of quality bank reference data, manual loading of vendor/
supplier bank data can cause the following problems:
DELAYED PAYMENTS: Without access to accurate and regularly
updated bank reference data, MDM team members face challenges
when attempting to validate the bank details provided by the vendor/
supplier. Any resulting payment delay usually leads to dissatisfied
vendors/suppliers, and represents a reputational risk to the company.
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DUPLICATION ISSUES: In the absence of quality bank reference data
and the fact that vendors/suppliers seldom provide a complete set of
bank information, it becomes a challenge for MDM team members to
differentiate one bank record from another. This often leads to vendor/
supplier bank data having multiple records for the same bank.
TIME-CONSUMING MANUAL CORRECTIONS OF VENDOR/
SUPPLIER BANK DATA: Non-automated processes to follow up with the
vendor/supplier must be in place when a payment gets rejected due to
incorrect/missing routing information. This not only consumes time, but
often results in banks charging repair or rejection fees.
Accuity has helped several MDM and AP teams across many SSO
centers to overcome these challenges. The key for many of these
organisations is utilising accurate and regularly updated bank reference
data that provides the routing information necessary to correctly process
payments. This is used to:
Validate the bank information provided by vendors/suppliers before it
is captured and saved in the ERP system.

Create a complete and consistent set of vendor/supplier bank data
which includes bank name and address, SWIFT code and also local
clearing code. This also helps in avoiding duplicate entries for the same
bank.
Automatically update payments and bank data whenever there is an
update in the bank reference data. This enables organizations to feel
greater confidence that they have the most accurate information, even
if their vendors/suppliers are not as quick in sharing when their bank’s
data changes.

Self-service portals
Corporations can take this even further by providing their vendors/
suppliers with a self-service portal. This useful tool improves vendor/
supplier onboarding and also may allow online invoice submissions.
According to the AP Automation survey, approximately 36% of the
respondents cite the ease of onboarding and submitting an invoice as
the most compelling reason to invest in a self-service portal.
Going one step further, these companies can enhance the selfservice portal by embedding quality bank reference data within the tool.
This will allow the bank information keyed in by vendors/suppliers to be
validated at point of capture.

Conclusion
Technology has been the key driver in the centralization of the
payments function and the implementation of SSO centers for large
organizations and multinationals. However to achieve the goals
envisioned from the creation of SSO centers, organizations need to have
robust master data management processes as well.
Such processes, built on a foundation of trusted bank reference
data, establish a single source of truth and resolve the challenges that
arise from manual errors. In turn, accounts payable can better tackle the
growing invoice volumes and focus on the other tasks that are crucial for
the success of a SSO center.

Saurabh Nagar is a Business Solution Specialist, APAC at Accuity.

